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In this paper, we start from the premise that alternating auxiliary selection, such as the well-
known HABERE/ESSE (H/E) distinction in some Romance languages, could also be viewed in terms 
of partially arbitrary lexical stipulation, giving rise to two different inflectional classes (see, 
e.g., Bonami 2015: 97; Baerman, Brown & Corbett 2017: 28-29). In this perspective, a further 
process of grammaticalization could be invoked: auxiliary selection loses its original 
motivation and may thus give rise to - more or less - arbitrary inflectional classes. 
 We intend to demonstrate that grammaticalization of auxiliary selection can be seen on 
the example of mixed auxiliary perfective systems, attested in a range of Italian dialects, where 
we find a more intricate alternation of the two auxiliaries H/E within one and the same TAM 
paradigm (see, e.g., Loporcaro 2007; 2014; 2016), as in examples (1) and (2) (cf. Torcolacci 
2015: 52; Manzini & Savoia 2005: 682, respectively): 
 
(1) (2) 
 SINGULAR PLURAL 
1 sɔ fˈfatt 

I.am done.PTCP 
am ˈfatt 
we.have 
done.PTCP 

2 a ˈfatt 
you.have.SG 
done.PTCP 

avet ˈfatt 
you.have.PL 
done.PTCP 

3 a fˈfatt 
he/she.has 
done.PTCP 

an ˈfatt 
they.have 
done.PTCP 

 

 SINGULAR PLURAL 
1 sɔ durˈmito 

I.am slept.PTCP 
semo durˈmito 
we.are slept.PTCP 

2 si durˈmito 
you.are.SG 
slept.PTCP 

sete durˈmito 
you.are.PL 
slept.PTCP 

3 a durˈmito 
he/she.has 
slept.PTCP 

a durˈmito 
they.have 
slept.PTCP 

 

 
We espouse Stump‘s (2016) distinction between content paradigms and form 

paradigms, positing that in the case of only one auxiliary, as in Spanish (and also in some Italian 
dialects), we have one content paradigm and one form paradigm for all perfective inflection 
(i.e. within the periphrastic subpart of the verb's inflection); in the case of two auxiliaries we 
would thus have two form paradigms (and, accordingly, two or more different realizations 
depending on the distribution of the two auxiliaries).  

However, we find yet another interesting system where one coherent class of lexemes, 
such as reflexives, is split between the two auxiliaries giving rise to mixed systems which seem 
to be genuine instances of heteroclisis (see, e.g., Kaye 2015, Bach 2018), as in example (3), 
reconstructed after Manzini & Savoia 2005, II, 652–653, and consulted with native speakers 
of the dialect: 

 
(3) 

 TRANSITIVES 
 

REFLEXIVES UNACCUSATIVES 

1 sg. aju laˈvatu  m aju laˈvatu sugnu viˈnutu/a 
2 sg. a laˈvatu ti si llaˈvatu/a  si vviˈnutu/a 
3 sg. a llaˈvatu s ɛ llaˈvatu/a ghɛ vviˈnutu/a 
1 pl. amu laˈvatu  n amu laˈvatu simu viˈnuti/e 
2 pl. ati laˈvatu      v ati laˈvatu siti viˈnuti/e 
3 pl. anu laˈvatu si su llaˈvati/e su vviˈnuti/e 



 
In this variety (Altomonte, reg. Calabria, southern Italy), transitives (lavare ‘to wash’) 

select H (highlighted in blue) throughout the periphrastic section of the paradigm, and 
unaccusatives (viniri ‘to come’) consistently require E (highlighted in red) (as in Standard Italian 
or French). However, reflexives (lavarsi ‘to wash oneself’) are curiously split between the two 
auxiliaries and thus give rise to a third class of lexemes (reflexives), where the 
intraparadigmatic distribution of the two auxiliaries does not seem to be motivated. 
 This situation is interesting from a purely theoretical point view, as heteroclisis is 
frequently found in inflection class systems but more rarely described in periphrastic systems 
(only alluded to in e.g., Kaye 2015: 22–23). We also adduce a potential diachronic scenario for 
the development of heteroclisis in such systems, based on a possible clash in features with 
the argument structure of reflexive and pseudo-reflexive verbs. 
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